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collaborating in 25+ 5G trials across the globe

AT&T
Austin, TX  

First US 5G Fixed 
Wireless Trials

Telia
Estonia EU Summit

First 5G Industrial Trial
in EMEA 

NTT DoCoMo
Tokyo

First 5G Connected 
Car in Japan

China Unicom
First Smart Stadium 

in China

Huawei
First 3GPP 

Rel. 15 5G NR IODT

KT
South Korea 

First Broad-scale 5G 
Deployment at Olympics

Telstra
Australia, Gold Coast
First eSports Gaming

Over 5G

Verizon
Speedway, Indiana

First VR Over 5G
at Speedway 

AT&T
New York

First 4K Golf Broadcast 
at US Open

China Telecom
First 8K Video 

Over 5G

CMCC
First 3.5GHz 5G 
IODT in China



Source: Recommendation ITU-R M.2083 “IMT Vision - Framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT for 2020 and beyond” 

5G Usage Scenarios



5G applications drive technical 
requirements, including type and 
amount of spectrum

 Ultra-wide channels for Enhanced mobile
broadband  higher bands (e.g. mm-Wave
bands for peak data rates)

 Reliable links for obstacle penetration  low 
frequencies (e.g. bands <1 GHz for M2M/IoT)

 Coverage/capacity tradeoffs mid-range 
spectrum (e.g. mid-bands for small cells)

5G Spectrum REQUIREMENTS

Access to various bands in support of all applications is key to success in 5G



5G Spectrum Radio Tuning Ranges
 Networks operating in unpaired frequency bands utilize Time Division 

Duplexing (TDD) : No defined duplex gap / fixed band arrangement.

 Devices can be supported by a single radio over larger frequency range. 

 Radio tuning range +  unpaired band plan = Flexibility for regulators, 
economies of scale for affordable devices, global roaming

 Flexibility for regulators as they can identify spectrum within the radio tuning 
range based upon their domestic priorities.

 User devices operate only in the parts of the tuning range authorized in each 
respective country. 

Globally harmonized radio spectrum tuning ranges are key to success in 5G



Key 5G Tuning RANGES
Low-band: 600/700 MHz bands

Mid-band: 3.3-4.2 GHz and 4.4-5 GHz bands (100 MHz channels preferable)

High band: 24.25-29.5 GHz and 37-43.5 GHz bands (1 GHz channels preferable)

 5G devices support these tuning ranges to facilitate global roaming and 
economies of scale for affordable devices

 Depending on existing usage and sharing possibilities, regulators choose
the appropriate parts of the band for 5G

Additional license-exempt spectrum (i.e. ~6 GHz, 66-71 GHz bands) also
crucial to support the various 5G use cases that rely on unlicensed bands
with a general authorization framwork



Other Factors for success
 Minimize barriers to deployment

 Cell tower siting

 Equipment certification rules/process in place

 Ensure adequate backhaul availability

 Facilitate new applications

 Policies to enable smart cities, smart grid, education, healthcare, etc could benefit 
from working with other relevant government agencies
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